FIGHT WITH EVERY BITE
Our Commitment to Healthy, Fresh and Local Food as part of
the Food Sovereignty Movement
Harvest Nation began its outreach and education with a PowerPoint presentation called Fight
with Every Bite. Overtime, Fight with Every Bite became our rallying-phrase in support of food
sovereignty ideals. With all that we are up against to assert local control and self-determination of
our food system, it can feel like an uphill battle until the mainstream infrastructure (like Harvest
Nation’s year-round, cost efficient scalable growing methods) shifts to meet the needs and
interests of our community members.
Remembering our Why is always helpful when needing motivation for the change we seek to
make in the world when many improvements are needed for better personal, communal, and
environmental health. It can feel overwhelming. Harvest Nation is committed to pursuing food
sovereignty now and forever with our team, supporters, customers, neighbors, friends and family
members. We stand by the principles listed below as our Fight With Every Bite impact statement
for areas of community well-being our team is dedicated to serving.
Public Health & Social Good
For us, local access to fresh produce year round means bringing power to our community to
promote health and wellbeing for friends and family. Fresh healthy produce can play a large role
in preventing nutrient-related diseases, such as diabetes and obesity. Therefore, we all deserve
local control of our food system and the skill sets for healthy cooking. We know healthier eating
takes some planning and positive support. For that reason, Harvest Nation provides community
education and nutritious recipes in every box to honor this core value.

The study verified local demand for Harvest Nation’s CSA Farm-To-Table product, which is a
subscription farm box of nutritious and tasty heirloom fruits and vegetables for every-day
consumption distributed on 10 day cycles to future customers. For an annual subscription to
Harvest Nation, customers will receive high quality produce items with fun recipe cards that
Harvest Nation promises will make healthy lifestyle maintenance more appetizing and easier for
real families.
As a local Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) farm, we are directly accountable to the
people we serve. To guarantee we can serve a variety of people across socioeconomic lines, as a
CSA farm we accept EBT/SNAP and offer educational outreach and support as part of our social
justice mission.
Environmental Health
Conventional farming pollutes local waters with pesticides and strips large tracts of land of
nutrient content needed for future food production. Harvest Nation's system has a reverse
osmosis filter that reuses water to produce 50% faster yields in 90% less space. Aeroponics also
uses 90% less water and nutrients than conventional farms. Our system uses energy-saving fullspectrum LED grow lights, and Harvest Nation is going net zero by pursuing a solar energy
microgrid system to power our farm.
Local Economy
About a billion dollars worth of food consumed in the Western Lake Superior region is trucked in
annually. Meanwhile, only about a million dollars is actually produced in our area. We can keep
our hard-earned dollars right here to spur the local economy on the Iron Range. Marlise Riffle, a
member of the Iron Range Partnership for Sustainability (IRPS), is reported by the Hibbing Daily
Tribute that Iron Rangers need only purchase “20 percent of your annual food locally” to
“generate 248-694 jobs and keep $51 million wi thin the service area.” (Leah Ryan, Hibbing Daily
Tribune, Press Release dated 30 September 2018). Harvest Nation offers an alternative to the
mineral extraction economy of the Iron Range for a greener, sustainable future for NE
Minnesotans.
Regional Food Security
Climate change effects are already negatively impacting fruit and veggie crop yields according to
the UN's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). This is dangerous for our area’s food
security. See their report:https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/4/2020/02/S RCCLChapter-5.pdf. Growing indoors is a viable way to source food to prepare for climate change so
that fresh produce items are accessible no matter how mother nature is behaving outside. Global
population is expected to hit 9 billion people by 2050. Aeroponics has significantly faster and
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larger yields to feed rising populations.
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